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INTRODUCTION
There is concern that the disaster risk of high wave and
storm surge due to explosive cyclone is increasing
around Japan with the global warming as a cause.
When studying the disaster prevention of high wave and
storm surge, high wave and storm surge estimation is a
cogent means. In order to maintain higher estimation
accuracy, reproducibility of weather field as external
force condition is important. Even among them, the
accuracy of empirical weather model is important for
probabilistic risk assessment for waves and storm
surges. However, there are few examples to apply
empirical weather model to explosive cyclone.
Therefore, we applied empirical typhoon model to
explosive cyclones and the applicability to wave and
storm surge estimations is verified.
WEATHER CONDITION
Two explosive cyclones are considered as objects. Also,
a typhoon case is added to compare between the types
of weather disturbances. Furthermore, to compare
between methods, the method that GSM weather data
set is interpolated linearly is done for each case. In one
method-1, the empirical typhoon model and the radius
extracted from the data set are used, while in method-2,
the GSM data set is linearly interpolated timewise and
spatially.
WAVE AND STORM SURGE ESTIMATION
Wave simulator is SWAN and storm surge simulator is
STOC-ML. Figure 1. shows the Comparison between
calculated and observed maximum values of significant
wave height, mean wave period and storm tide at
observation points. Table 1. shows the correlation
coefficients (r) and slope of regression line (a) between
the calculated and observed values of significant wave
height, mean wave period and storm tide at all
observation points.
CONCLUSION
When method-1 is used, the correlation between the
waves estimation / the storm surge estimation result of
the typhoon case and the observation value is high. On
the other hand, the wave estimate / storm surge
estimate result for the explosive cyclone case is
underestimated compared to the observation value.
When method - 2 was used, it was confirmed that
correlation was high in every case.
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Figure 1 – Comparison between calculated and observed
maximum values of significant wave height, mean wave
period and storm tide at observation points
Table 1 – Correlation coefficients and slope of regression
line
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